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This study applies the Part-of-Speech-gram (PoS-gram) procedure to the examination of language
patterning and variability in a largely conventionalized part-genre (i.e., research introductions). A
PoS-gram, as defined by Stubbs (2007, p. 91), is “a string of part-of-speech categories”, “the tokens
of which are strings of words that have been annotated with these PoS tags” (Pinna & Brett, 2018,
p. 107). Stubbs (2007) considered it as a type of “routine phraseology”, in addition to n-grams and
phrase-frames. Yet, as phraseology is generally defined in corpus linguistics research as “the
recurrent co-occurrence of words” (Clear, 1993, p. 277) and the compositional unit of a PoS-gram is
a PoS category (grammatical category) rather than a word form, PoS-grams in our understanding
may arguably not be a type of phraseology. Accordingly, we only treat it as a phraseology-related
concept, since the exponents of each PoS-gram may be potential phraseology and the identification
of it can be an effective way to extract recurrent phraseologies and patterns (Pinna & Brett, 2018).
Based on 400 article introductions of computer engineering (CE) and cognitive linguistics (CL)
collected from AntCorgenGen 1.1.2 (Anthony, 2019), the study has identified key PoS-grams and
their associated lexico-grammatical frames, using the written academic component of British
National Corpus as the reference corpus. In the identification and concordance search of key PoSgrams, Sketch Engine with their modified English TreeTagger PoS tagset was adopted (Kilgarriff et
al., 2014).
Findings are summarized as follows. First of all, the PoS-grams with high keyness scores have been
successfully identified for introductions of both disciplines, with their representative
lexicogrammatical frames and phraseologies highlighted, which has empirically validated the
phraseological tendency and idiomaticity of language use in academic genres (Sinclair, 1996).
Second, the analysis reveals key PoS-grams shared in CE and CL introductions, e.g., those associated
with the step “purposive announcement” (viz., IN DT JJ NN VBD TO and DT JJ NN VBD TO VV), as well
as the discipline-specific ones such as the PoS-gram for structure-outlining only found in CE
introductions (viz., DT NN VBZ VVN RB VVZ). In addition to identifying sets of characteristic
lexicogrammatical frames and phraseologies that could be directly transformed into EAP
pedagogical input, the PoS-gram analysis has also helped revealing contrasting language styles in
introductions of the two disciplines. The apparently more compact language use has been noted in
CE introductions than in CL introductions, as evidenced in the total absence of the that-clause but
the strong presence of the to-infinitive clause and the prepositional phrase instead in tokens of topranking key PoS-grams identified in CCE. Contrastingly, in CCL, the use of the that-clause is far more
frequent, e.g., three out of the four key PoS-grams for realizing the step of topic summarization do
contain it. The more compressed language style of academic introductions in CE could also be
perceived from the particularly intensive use of the construction “noun +noun(+noun) …” as well as
the pre-modifications and/or post-modifications of noun phrases in them.
Compared to various forms of multi-word sequences like n-grams, the PoS-gram has the unique
strength of grouping phraseologies with similar or identical structure and discursive functions and
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yet either recurrent or varying lexical choices under the co-selected grammatical categories. The
advantage enriches analyses and helps yield pedagogically useful findings, in that patterning and
variability is revealed not only in the overall function, structure and composition of PoS-grams but
in such aspects of their recurrent or diversified tokens. This study illustrates the innovative
application of corpus-based PoS-gram procedure to academic genres, which may inspire a promising
new line of inquiry and the current genre pedagogy.
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